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THE DESTRUCTION
OF MEDICARE BY
STEALTH
Anna Pha
Without warning, the government
announced changes to more than 900
Medicare rebates, mostly in private hospitals, to commence 1st July. Uproar
followed the announcement, with comparisons being made to Labor’s 2019
election “Mediscare” campaign. As
damaging as some of these changes
might be, they are not the source of
the real threat to Medicare.
While the full details have yet to be
revealed, the changes cover general surgery,
orthopaedic surgery, cardiac surgical services, vascular services (e.g. varicose veins),
general practice, and primary care.
The present uproar comes mostly from
private practitioners and private health insurance (PHI) companies. They are up in arms
because they been given only three weeks to
negotiate pricing of services (surgery, etc.)
and insurance payouts for surgery. They say
the process could take months, not weeks,
of negotiations.
Medicare pays surgeons, anaesthetists, etc. in private hospitals a rebate based
on a schedule of fees. The PHI company
contributes an amount and the patient any
gap. Prior to any procedure, patients need
to know if and by how much they would be
out of pocket.
The short notice creates little time to
negotiate costings, and considerable uncertainty for patients booked into a private
hospital for surgery or other procedures in
July and the following months. They have no
idea how much they might be out of pocket.
It could be thousands of dollars more than
they had expected.
The changes do not aﬀect public patients
in public hospitals where patients do not pay
a fee for surgical procedures that Medicare
covers.

MEDICARE
The defining features of Medicare are:
• Universal access to bulk billing – no gap
payments
• Universal access to free public hospitals.
Bulk billing involves the GP, pathologist, or other health professional providing
services at no fee for patients. Medicare pays
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the provider a rebate based on the Medicare
Benefits Schedule (MBS) – a list of items and
corresponding fees. This rebate is presently
set at seventy-five per cent of the scheduled
fee. These fees have undergone an extensive
review and are now being changed at short
notice.

ONGOING CUTS
Medicare was and still is extremely
popular. However, over the past thirty years,
successive governments – Coalition and
Labor – have failed to fully index or have
even frozen Medicare rebates. As a result,
funding for Medicare has fallen by more than
$1 billion in real terms, and bulk-billing doctors have seen their rebates shrink compared
with rising costs.
The cuts to the rebate resulted in GPs
being forced to choose between bulk billing
for very short sessions – what is known as
churning – or continuing with best practice
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Test case for broader
refugee rights movement

of longer sessions and charging patients a
higher fee, leaving them out of pocket. In
the long run, churning only adds to costs
as serious conditions go undiagnosed until
they require far more expensive treatment.
In 2014, the Coalition government
attempted to introduce a $7 co-payment for
Medicare services. It was forced to abandon
its plans. Instead, by freezing rebates, GPs
are forced to do the dirty work for them.
The Australian Medical Association
has its own list of recommended fees for its
members. For a standard consultation (up
to fifteen mins), the fee is $85, leaving the
patient $40 out of pocket after receiving their
Medicare rebate. For a long consultation, the
fee is $140 with a co-payment (gap) of $70.
In the wealthier suburbs and some regional areas, it is diﬃcult to find a GP who still
bulk bills. The failure to increase Medicare
rebates has opened the door to a corporate
take-over of GP practices. Doctors can make

PRIVATISATION
BY STEALTH
The private hospital system is unsustainable and incapable of standing on its own
feet. Successive governments have poured
billions of dollars into the system by subsidising the premiums for private health
insurance. In its latest budget, this subsidy
was more than $7bil. It is falsely claimed that
this takes the pressure oﬀ bed shortages in
public hospitals.
Continued on page 2
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a killing (no pun intended) by bulk billing
five-minute consultations. Five minutes
is completely inadequate to practice good
medicine – to get to know a patient, to deal
with mental health and other complex issues.

UWU General Mills strike
– Rooty Hill, NSW

COVID-19 and
child labour
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FUND PUBLIC
SCHOOLS!
The disparity between the working class and the
wealthy in Australia manifests itself in many ways
across the country. One of the most insidious ways
this disparity materialises is in government spending on education. Australian Bureau of Statistics data
shows that over sixty-five per cent of children in 2020
were enrolled in government schools. Given that an
overwhelming majority of our children are educated
in public schools, you would think that the government
would ensure that these institutions received the bulk
if not all of the funding. Think again.
A new report by economist Adam Rorris, Investing
in Schools – Funding the Future, highlights the discrepancy in government funding between government
and non-government schools. One of the key findings
in this report was that “Public schools in all states
and territories have under-investment compared to
their private school counterparts.” Furthermore,
non-government schools had “greater total capital
investment seven years out of ten even though they
have approximately half the enrolments.” What happened in the other three years? The Building the
Education Revolution (BER) program initiated by the
Rudd government. Before the BER period, the capital investment gap was $3.1bil as opposed to the BER
period, where the gap was the smallest at $1.7bil. The
gap has now exceeded the pre-BER period at $3.8bil. A
closer look at the numbers finds that “On a per student
basis, private schools enjoy greater investment every
single year over the ten years.” Overall, the study found
that during the decade up to 2018, “the cumulative
capital investment gap between private and public
sectors was $29.6bil.” Under whose watch did most of
the capital investment gap accumulate? That’s right,
folks, the Coalition, where during 2013-18, “the cumulative capital investment gap between private and
public sectors was $21.5bil.”
In his report, Rorris wrote that “Investment in
Australian schools has favoured private schools to
an astonishing degree. Private schools have received
investment in school facilities that is at least twice as
much received by public schools per student in any
given year (outside of the BER program years) and
even as high as nearly four times in one year. This
means for every dollar invested per child in a private
school, a public school child would get somewhere
between twenty-seven cents and fifty cents.” One of
Rorris’ recommendations was that “state and territory
governments commit a minimum capital investment
per student in public schools that matches the average
per student investment of all private schools.”
Speaking on the report, Correna Haythorpe,
President of the Australian Education Union Federal
branch, which commissioned the report, said
“Australian public schools are one of our nation’s
greatest institutions. Every school should be a place
where every child can have their needs met, find the
opportunity to thrive and meet their full potential.”
Haythorpe also called on the Morrison government to
invest back into public schools, stating that it would
not only “leave a lasting legacy of improved public
school facilities and improved learning outcomes, it
would also stimulate economic growth by over $5bil
per year and create 37,000 full time construction jobs.”
It is often said that the true measure of a society is
how it treats its most vulnerable members. Australia is
an unjust state in many ways, but the disproportionate way we treat students reflects where Australian
society is currently. We must call on parliament to
increase spending in government schools, phase out
funding to non-government schools and so invest in
Australia’ future!

Find out more
www.cpa.org.au

THE DESTRUCTION
OF MEDICARE
BY STEALTH
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It doesn’t. It robs the public
sector of $7bil+ with which it could
do more than the private sector.
Well-funded public hospitals put
care first, not private profits and
the interests of shareholders.
A troubling trend has developed with the blurring of public
and private. Public hospitals have
been taking in private patients for
more than ten years and pocketing
revenue from private health insurance. In 2017-18, public hospitals
received $1.25bil in revenue from
private health insurance – an
important source of income to
underfunded hospitals.
All too often when someone
attends the emergency department, they are asked if they have
PHI. Legally patients have a right
to be treated for free, regardless of
whether they have private cover.
Conversely, the public sector
pays for public patients in private
hospitals, which assists them in filling their beds. That money would
be better spent on opening beds in
the public sector.
Once privatisation occurs profits, not care, become the driving
motive. Health services become
businesses, and health care a commodity for sale to those who can
aﬀord it.

PUBLIC HOSPITAL
SYSTEM CLOGGED
The public health system is
starved of funding. There were only
a few crumbs for public health in
the last budget.
The public health system
is stretched beyond its limits,
with hospital beds closed, staﬀ
overworked and under stress,
and at times lacking the necessary resources. Deaths have been
reported, including those of children and babies, because of the
underfunding of public hospitals.
Ramping [queuing] of ambulances
is commonplace, wasting the time
of paramedics who face an increase
in demand.
Funding and opening of new

beds have not kept up with increasing demand. Staﬀ are doing more
with less.

NURSES
TAKE A STAND
Throughout the pandemic,
nurses and other frontline workers
were praised by state and federal
governments as heroes, putting
their lives on the line for others.
But when it comes to backing that
praise up with action, the NSW
government treats them with total
disrespect.
Nurses have come up against
a brick wall when attempting to
negotiate with the Berejiklian Coalition government for an increase
in hospital staﬃng levels. They are
demanding mandated nurse-topatient ratios like those already in
place in Victoria and QLD.
Nurses in Sydney and across
regional NSW walked oﬀ the job
or closed hospital beds over a two
week period earlier this month.
They did so in a way that would
not endanger patients’ lives.
“This is unprecedented action
where members have had a gut full
of being ignored and that they’re
having to take this level of action
in order to stand up for safe patient
care,” NSW Nurses and Midwives
Association General Secretary Brett
Holmes said.
“If the government can’t and
won’t recognise the value of nurses
after what they have been through
in the last nearly 18 months, then
when will a government ever recognise properly the work that nurses
and midwives do to keep the people
of NSW safe when they go into their
hospitals and healthcare system?”

PARAMEDICS AT
BREAKING POINT
On the 10th of June, NSW paramedics took unprecedented industrial action over a twenty-four-hour
period. They refused to attend all
calls except where lives were at risk.
The action was in response to the
state government’s refusal to negotiate on wages. The government is

oﬀering a paltry, below inflation, 1.5
per cent increase. NSW paramedics
are the lowest paid in Australia.
Like the nurses, they were
praised as heroes during the height
of the pandemic as they risked their
own lives transporting COVID-19
patients. Now, they are oﬀered an
insultingly low wage rise.
Over recent years their workloads have increased significantly
without a corresponding increase
in staﬀ and equipment. They are
also hampered by the crisis facing
underfunded public hospitals,
wasting hours ramping to handover
patients to hospital staﬀ.
The government’s only response
is to tell paramedics to “wait for the
budget and wait for the package
of things that we are giving to our
workers.” By then it will be too late.
The decision will have been made
and locked in.

UNPREPARED
When the borders are opened
up, or even before then, COVID19 is very likely to break out in the
community. Or it might take a strain
that is resistant to existing vaccinations to expose the public hospital
crisis. Australia is not prepared for
such a situation. Private hospitals are neither interested in nor
equipped to cope with COVID-19
patients. Nor is the public hospital
system, which is stretched beyond
its limits.
Additional funding is urgently
required for the public health
system, for public hospitals but also
for GPs. The more than $7bil wasted
on subsidising private hospitals
through the private health insurance rebate should be redirected to
the public health system.
The public hospital system was
used during the pandemic in 2020
and must be strengthened to be able
to cope with any further outbreaks
or future pandemics.
The pandemic and botched
private distribution of vaccines
demonstrate the superiority of
public health services and the need
to nationalise the private sector.
Health care is a basic human
right. 
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“BRING THEM HERE”:
BILOELA FAMILY IS TEST CASE
FOR BROADER REFUGEE
RIGHTS’ MOVEMENT
Bree Booth
On Saturday 12th June, Priya Murugappan issued a heartfelt plea for justice
on behalf of herself and her family. Her daughter, Tharnicaa, turned
four while fighting pneumonia and
sepsis in a Perth hospital where she
had been evacuated from Christmas
Island, more than 1500 kilometres
oﬀ the coast of Western Australia.
The family has been detained on the
island for the past three years. When
they entered detention Tharnicaa was
just nine months old. Priya’s husband,
Nades, and oldest daughter, Kopika,
six, remained in immigration detention
while Tharnicaa was being treated on
the mainland, but were flown to Perth
on 15 June, however still in detention.
Nades and Priya arrived in Australia by
boat in 2012 and 2013 respectively, seeking
asylum from persecution following the end of
a brutal 26-year civil war in Sri Lanka. They
were both considered “irregular maritime
arrivals” under the Migration Act – boat
people. Eventually, they were both granted
Temporary Protection Visas (TPVs) and
settled in the small Queensland town of
Biloela where they got married and had
their first child, Kopika in 2015. Tharnicaa
was born in June 2017. Both of the girls are
Australian-born.
Barely one day after Priya’s bridging visa
expired in June 2018, the family were arrested
in their home by immigration oﬃcials and
imprisoned in the Broadmeadows detention
centre in Melbourne. They were moved to
Christmas Island in 2019 after activists and
supporters prevented a deportation attempt.
Despite the Federal Court ruling that the
pair could be lawfully deported, an injunction against deportation proceedings is currently in place while the courts determine
whether four year old Tharnicaa is eligible
for refugee status.
The community in Biloela rallied around
the family to call for them to be released back
into the community. Supporters across the
country soon joined them. Now, as Tharnicaa
lies sick in hospital, the calls for justice have
been renewed with increased urgency. The
government has so far continued its cruel
hardline border “protection” stance.
However, at time of writing, the federal
government is under pressure to decide the
fate of the Murugappans within the next few
days. There is division within the government with some coalition MPs calling on
the government to allow the family back
into the community. This growing minority
includes Nationals MP Ken O’Dowd – whose
electorate of Flynn includes Biloela, the
family’s hometown – as well as Liberal MPs
Katie Allen and Trent Zimmerman. Senator

Stirling Griﬀ, and Independents Rex Patrick
and Andrew Wilkie have also called for the
family to be brought back to Australia.
There is some debate over whether the
decision should ultimately be left to the
courts. In May 2019, the High Court denied
special leave to appeal a Federal Court decision which held that the parents, Nades and
Priya, should be deported to Sri Lanka. The
High Court stated that the best option for
Nades and Priya was to return to Sri Lanka
and apply to be resettled in Australia. This
essentially exhausted two adults’ legal
avenues.
In February, the Federal Court found
that Tharnicaa had been denied procedural
fairness. The decision to deport her has been
sent back to the Minister for Immigration,
Citizenship, Migrant Services and Multicultural Aﬀairs, Alex Hawke. It is open to Mr
Hawke to grant the family any visa he wishes
under section 195A(2) of the Migration Act
if he believes it is in the public interest to do
so. The question is, will he?
As even the Australian so eloquently put
it, arguments against allowing the family to
be brought back home “don’t pass the sniﬀ
test.” What exactly is the “public interest”
which would be protected by refusing to grant
the Murugappan family visas to remain in
this country? What are we, the Australian
community to which Morrison addresses his
xenophobic bile, being protected from in this
instance? A family from a small Queensland
town who were peacefully living their lives
until they were dragged from their homes?
A sick four-year-old Australian-born child?
It doesn’t add up. Until of course, you
realise that the government’s contemptuous
stubbornness is not about the Murugappan
family at all but feeds into a much bigger narrative about “us” the Australian community
vs “them” the racist, xenophobic spectre of
the illegal immigrant stealing our jobs and
our “way of life.”
Only then does the $6.7mil spent detaining this innocent family in the defunct
Christmas Island detention centre, make
some sort of sense within the frame of the
government’s twisted logic. While working
class Australians suﬀer due to stagnant wages,
unemployment, and outright greed by the
wealthy, the government points to refugees
as a scapegoat for our nation’s problems.
Meanwhile, the rich get richer. Families like
the Murugappans are not the reason we are
struggling. Australia has more than enough
resources to support our current population
and to settle more refugees within our community, if only the money which is wasted
torturing innocent refugees was spent on
supporting people who need it.
The Murugappan family is a test case
for the broader refugee rights movement
in Australia. Around thirty refugees are still

NO WAR
WITH CHINA
JULY 4
RALLIES

While working class Australians
suffer due to stagnant wages,
unemployment, and outright greed
by the wealthy, the government
points to refugees as a scapegoat
for our nation’s problems.
detained in the Park Hotel in Carlton. There
are fears among conservative MPs that allowing the family to stay in Australia could set a
political precedent for hundreds of similar
cases. This is precisely why it is imperative
that we maintain pressure on the government to bring them here and let them stay.
Australia’s human rights record on refugees is one of the worst in the world. It is a
source of shame on an international scale
and, perhaps more disturbingly, a source
of inspiration to countries like Spain, which
sees hundreds of thousands of refugees each
year crossing the Strait of Gibraltar from
North Africa.

Join us in standing for peaceful and negotiated solutions to conflicts
between China and its neighbours, and China, the US and Australia.
Don’t join the government in waving young Australians off to yet
another great power war.
For non-alignment or neutrality!
Adelaide: Rally on corner North Terrace/Kintore Ave.
(War Memorial) at 1 pm Sunday 4th July
Melbourne: Sunday 4th July Webinar, co-sponsored by IPAN-Victoria
and several peace organisations. TBA closer to the date.
Information: ipan.victoria1@gmail.com; 0417456001
Sydney: Sydney Town Hall at 2.00 pm on Sunday 4th July.
The Independent and Peaceful Australia Network ipan.org.au

The growing outcry against the treatment
of the Murugappans shows that Australians
will no longer stand for the cruel and inhumane treatment of refugees in our name.
We do not buy the government’s claim to
“protection” of our community. The wool
cannot be pulled over our eyes in regard to
the causes of economic strife. The position of
the Australian community is clear – refugees
are welcome, xenophobic politicians are not.
It remains to be seen whether the government will listen, and if it doesn’t, it is the
responsibility of each and every one of us to
take collective action to force them to. 

Have your say!
Write a letter
to the Editor.
email:
editor@cpa.org.au
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REPORT: INDUSTRIAL POLICY
FOR AUSTRALIA
POST COVID-19 WEBINAR
Eileen Whitehead
This webinar proved to be a most
interesting Q&A debate between Sarah
Howe, chairing the session and Professor John McKay, Hon. Prof of the
Faculty of the Arts and Education at
Deakin University. McKay stated that
globalisation was impacting economic
policy and government control is ending. With this in mind, he spoke about
the direction of Australian economic
policy and said he believed we had
entered a Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) but are still building on the first one. He questioned the
challenges and opportunities that are
being created.
Since the 1800s, we have experienced
three industrial revolutions. Each was powered by a disruptive new technology: the
mechanics of the steam engine, the innovation
of the assembly line, and the communicative
capabilities of computer technology. They
were called industrial “revolutions” because
the innovation that drove them didn’t just
improve productivity and eﬃciency a little
bit – it completely revolutionised how goods
were produced and how work was done.
Industry 4.0 began in the Eighties, based
on biotech, nanotech, green renewables, AI,
robots, drones, etc. – all very complex and
leading towards new models of production.
The balance between capital and labour
is changing because these industries are
technology-orientated using little labour.
Australia is being left behind, whereas Germany, China, and South Korea are adapting
rapidly and creating “factory outfits for the
world,” where you not only buy a product
but everything associated with that product.
Using extremely advanced technology, they
are creating the jobs of the future.
Industry 4.0 is powered by the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) and cyber-physical
systems – smart, autonomous systems that
use computer-based algorithms to monitor
and control physical things like machinery,
robots, and vehicles. Industry 4.0 makes
everything in the supply chain “smart” –
from smart manufacturing and factories
to smart warehousing and logistics. But
Industry 4.0 doesn’t stop at the supply chain.
It inter-connects with back-end systems,
like enterprise resource planning (ERP), to
give companies an unprecedented level of
visibility and control. Ultimately, Industry
4.0 is a major part of any company’s digital
transformation.

The first industrial revolution is still
taking place in Asia, which is a large part of
the global economy. The second revolution
came with electricity, oil, and the internal
combustion engine: mass production and the
beginnings of multinational corporations. The
last decade has seen the computerisation of
mass production and innovative technology
with transport and control linking supply
chains globally. COVID has made us realise
how fragile these supply chains are.
Australia’s problems have been caused
by denationalisation and removing our car
industry which was disastrous, with the
eﬀect of de-skilling and removing technical
jobs. We need to recreate this by providing
education in skills via technical training.
There has been a backlash in the population regarding globalisation, especially
financial globalisation. COVID has broken
supply chains and added to the global financial crisis. Populism has been the reaction,
e.g. Trump’s “unfair competition with China,”
right-wing reactions of Hungary and Poland,
and Brexit. Now we’re seeing a completely
diﬀerent left-wing reaction in Latin America
due to imperialism and colonialism.

McKay mentioned Ross Garnaut’s book
Reset, which recommended the new activity
of building renewables as a way to create
new jobs and new technologies, i.e. green
steel instead of digging up iron ore and coal.
This approach would alleviate the Labor
Party’s concern about losing jobs in the coal
industry and mining. The introduction of
green hydrogen and green steel is ideal for
retraining and employing people in those
industries.
He also spoke about regional development
generally which is best coming under state
or local governments who know the skills
existing in their regional areas. This is being
considered seriously in the US and Europe.
Regions can’t be left behind, and there needs
to be equal planning. In Europe, their industrial policy was about this issue, and they are
backing regions to realise their potential,
which will open up whole new areas. We
need decentralisation in Australia with the
provision of certain kinds of jobs for poor
regions. We need a pro-active development,
with flexible specialisations. And he felt our
universities are essential in this.
Sarah asked how progressive force could

Special Appeal Reds go Green
The Guardian is running a special appeal with the aim of raising $10,000 for solar panels.
The panels will not only make substantial savings in electricity bills but also put into practice our
commitment to a sustainable future.
They involve a substantial cash outlay, but we believe that every measure we can take to reduce carbon
emissions is important. It is not enough to preach “green.” We must act “green”!
We are looking to Guardian readers and CPA members and supporters to assist us with this important project.
Every contribution is appreciated, no matter how small or large. Send your contribution today.
All contributions will be acknowledged in the Guardian.

Name ....................................................
Amount $ .................
You may /may not publish my name
Send your contribution to 74 Buckingham St, Surry Hills, NSW 2010, email info@cpa.org.au or pay by PayPal on cpa.org.au

be used to push for change against conservative economic ideas and vested corporations
with capitalist interests? McKay’s immediate
response was that carbon capture is useless,
and we must take the renewables path, which
is about much more than rooftop solar! Battery storage is very important, and there is
much work being done in this area. Rare earth
minerals are plentiful in Australia, but we
need a strategic vision to push technologies
into the essential areas. Our present government has its head in the sand.
We need people behind innovation,
and we need specialist information about
the future, which is up to our universities.
There is an urgent need for a group to analyse this and provide a “future” policy. An
institution acting as a clearing house for
alternative visions to show Australia a way
to tackle the future. The Productivity Commission needs to be replaced! And a big
debate is needed, led by experts. We need a
democratic, widely based discussion about
the future of Australia. 

Sydney Vigil

STOP
USA BLOCKADE
ON CUBA
Also solidarity with
Venezuela & Gaza

12:30 pm Saturday July 17

Sydney Town Hall
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REPORT: UWU GENERAL MILLS
STRIKE – ROOTY HILL, NSW
Alexander Vos
Since 4th June, United Workers Union’
(UWU) workers at the US-owned General Mills (GM) Rooty Hill factory have
been on strike. The strike erupted over
GM’s subpar wage oﬀer and management’s attempt to take a razor to conditions in the factory. At this point the
company has oﬀered less than five
per cent over a three-year agreement.
Along with this, workers are outraged
over the attempts by GM to grandfather a redundancy provision, eﬀectively locking in a two-tiered system
for new workers. According to UWU
oﬃcial Tom Sayers, “this has become
increasingly common in food manufacturing, and it’s in an attempt to split
the workforce.” It is clear from talking to workers on the picket that this
is one of the central issues of this dispute. One worker told the Guardian,
“We don’t want to see other people
start here on lower conditions. This is
as much about protecting others as it
is about protecting ourselves.”
At this stage, the UWU members have
put to the company their final position, three
per cent per annum and no changes to conditions. According to the UWU, the company
has rejected this but hasn’t responded with
a new position. “The company, rather than
recognising the workers as essential workers
and valuing their labour, has instead punished them. It has attempted to undermine
good union jobs that have been won and
defended for over a quarter of a century,”
Sayers told us.
The oﬀer tabled by GM is made more
insulting when considered against GM’s
2020-2021 third-quarter results (28 February, 2021). The company has seen net sales
increase to US$4.5bil (AU$5.9), representing
an eight per cent increase year-over-year. In
the same report, GM Chairman and CEO
Jeﬀ Harmening said “We [GM] continued to
execute well and delivered profitable growth
in the third quarter.” ALF-CIO (US peak trade
union body) reported that Jeﬀ Harmening
himself made US$10mil in 2019. In 2020 it
was reported he received US$16mil in total,
which is an increase of sixty-one percent compared to 2019. According to press releases
put out by the UWU, Jeﬀ Harmening has
increased his wealth further to US$24mil in
2021. This level of capital accumulation at
a time where workers are still reeling from
COVID-19 may seem unfathomable, but
it aligns with trends that have shown the
pandemic has in fact hastened extraction of
the value created by workers into the hands
of the bosses.
To combat the strike, GM has been
aggressively trying to break the dispute.
The NSW Police have disgracefully acted as
GM’s striker breakers, attempting to break
up the picket line. GM Management and
NSW police have also directed truck drivers
to drive through the picket, with reports that

“We use to be divided in there,
this has disappeared now we are
fighting for a common goal.”
site management drove their car at picketing
workers – a complete disregard for workers’
safety and right to protest. GM has also been
using the labour-hire firm Chandler Mcleod
to provide scab labour during this dispute.
Many labour-hire workers in the union have
attempted to reject work at GM in a show
of solidarity. However, it has been reported
to us that GM has been intimidating labourhire into breaking the picket line. However,
those labour-hire workers that unfortunately
have had to cross the picket line have been
feeding the union information. “We know
from the info on the inside that GM knows
this is damaging their profits and public
image. They have had to get oﬃce staﬀ to
work the floor. They are so desperate,” one
worker told us.
Despite this, workers are standing
together and have found a new sense of unity.
A worker on the picket remarked that “we
use to be divided in there, this has disappeared now we are fighting for a common
goal.” Community support has been strong
and consistent. Workers from other UWU

sites, including Snackbrands, MAURI yeast,
and DHL have been present on the picket
throughout. Local Labor MP Ed Husic and
Labor’s shadow industrial relations minister
Tony Burke have been out on the picket, as
has NSW Teachers’ Federation President
Angelo Gavrielatos. Many Filipino groups
have also come to support the sizeable
Filipino workforce at GM, with progressive,
Filipino groups like Migrante NSW, Yapak,
Bayan, and Anakbayan heavily present on
the picket. However, more support will be
needed to win against companies like GM.
Working class people must stand shoulder
to shoulder with all workers in struggle.
On this point, a UWU site delegate signed

oﬀ with a simple message: “We are calling
on the whole labour movement to support
General Mills workers.”
The Communist Party of Australia fully
supports the General Mills workers in their
struggle. We know that this assault on workers isn’t unique and will only become more
common in the post-COVID world. Capitalism is on the march and is more vicious
than ever. The whole of the labour movement must support every workers’ struggle. Only through working class unity can
we topple capitalism in Australia and build
a new nation for the workers’ interest. We
call on all workers to support GM workers
in whatever way they can! 

We encourage everyone to sign a petition to support the General Mills workers:
www.megaphone.org.au/petitions/
general-mills-your-workers-deserve-secure-work-and-fair-pay
If you can, donate to the UWU strike fund: www.chuﬀed.org/project/generalmillsstrike
To follow this dispute, follow the UWU Facebook page, to know when community actions are
happening: www.facebook.com/UnitedWorkersOz

AUSTRALIA’S BIGGEST POLLUTER
FAILS TO SUE GREENPEACE
N Woodruﬀ
Energy company AGL has lost
a court case against environmental activist group Greenpeace after alleging the group
broke copyright law by showing their logo in a campaign
describing it as “Australia’s
Biggest Polluter.” AGL lawyer
Megan Evetts told the court
there was a “clear intention to
harm the brand” through the

Greenpeace campaign.
The Australian Copyright
Council, a non-profit organisation
providing information on copyright
law, states that “a person can use
copyright material for the purpose
of criticism or review without
infringing copyright,” and that
“criticism and review involve the
passing of judgement and may be
strongly expressed.”
Statistics available from the
Australian Clean Energy Regulator

show that AGL is by far Australia’s
worst emitter of CO2, pumping out
42.2mil tonnes a year, more than
double the emissions of the secondbiggest polluter, EnergyAustralia
Holdings. AGL’s emissions make up
about eight per cent of Australia’s
total carbon emissions, most of
it generated by thermal coal. The
company recently made a pledge to
go carbon neutral by 2050. However, with coal-fired power stations
set to stay open until 2048, and

only ten per cent of current energy
production is made of renewables,
it is hard to believe this pledge.
With these facts in mind, knowing that Greenpeace was neither
breaking the law nor distorting the
truth, it is clear that it is another
case of corporations attempting to
use their power in the legal system
to burden activists with legal fees
and stifle organised dissent.
Another Australian example
occurred in 2005 when Tasmanian

logging company Gunns filed writs
against twenty activists and organisations, claiming that their actions
caused the company to lose profits.
Given that the Gunns case ended
with an unfortunate victory to the
logging company, it is refreshing to
see a win for people who stand up
for the truth and the planet.
The CPA stands for people and
the planet before profits. 
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ALL THE QUESTIONS SOCIA
BUT WERE TOO AFRAI
Editorial Note: The following is an edited version of a longer view by Challenge – the
magazine for the Young Communist League (Britain). For the full interview please visit
https://challenge-magazine.org/

In the 1990s and 2000s conventional Western wisdom was that China
had long abandoned socialism. But
by 2018, when president Xi Jinping
lauded Marx as the greatest thinker
of modern times at the closing speech
of a two-week celebration of his 200th
anniversary and reaﬃrmed China’s
commitment to his vision of communism, many on the left – and the right
– were willing to take him seriously.
[Alexander Norton] sat down to longterm expat Keith Lamb, a socialist
from Scotland and commentator for
the CGTN news agency, for an informal
interview on life in China, its political system, its contradictions and its
vision for the world.
Many would ask: isn’t there a
danger in promoting Marx and Lenin
with such a huge industrialised
proletariat?
Of course. So the party has to always
deliver. There is no release valve of an
election.
They support the government because
their lives have improved rapidly: if your
government put out a plan that said “by
2030 your living conditions will be similar
to Portugal” and they had already delivered
on their previous promises then it would
seem crazy to rock the boat.

When things are “unacceptable”
though, what happens? How do
people go about changing things?
Can they? Are there examples?
There are demonstrations, they can petition the local party, there are mechanisms
for complaining – labour bureaus. I made a
complaint about my welfare payments not
being paid by my university once. I didn’t
even realise the form I filled in was going to
go to court. I had already left the country on
the day of the trial so I didn’t even attend –
and the court ruled in my favour.
I’ve seen housing protests in the street.
In one block of flats who had a dispute with
the housing developer they all hung out slogans. I saw a very emotional demonstration
outside a hospital by a man who said a doctor’s incompetence had killed his wife and
baby in childbirth […] it was very upsetting.
The police came along, I thought to shut him
down. They were forceful but allowed him
to continue to protest, just not in the middle
of the street where he was blocking traﬃc.
Of course our Western systems provide
more room to make noise. Conversely less
progress seems to be made. It’s a real catch
22; coming back to the UK in 2020 I see no
visible change from 2004 except more homeless people and shuttered-up shops. On the
other hand China is constantly transforming
itself. For me that’s the most exciting thing.
If I thought China’s development would
stop and, for example, the health system

would not change, housing would not improve
etc. then I think that the people would have
every right to be negative about the future.
However, the fact that change has been
so rapid and decisive in China – the word
“unprecedented” sums it up – means one
can’t look at how China is today and judge
it on how it will be tomorrow.
This is the problem I feel coming back to
the West. It’s fine to criticise China but there
just isn’t any other example of a country that
has lifted millions of people out of poverty in
such a short time. I get very frustrated about
the West coming to the Chinese people as
some sort of saviour […] When China was
weak they hardly came as the saviour then.
And this history is what informs many Chinese citizens if you talk to them.
What about the description of China
as “national dictatorship” – one run
in the interest of the nation, via the
CPC [Chinese Communist Party], but
simply with the aim of improving the
nation, rather than achieving a socialist or even classless society?
Can they not both happen? Reading their
description of the path to communism, they
believe it can’t take place soon. One condition they place on communism is having a
means of production that vastly outperforms
what they have now – a huge jump in technology – and various social and economic
contradictions need to be resolved which
we’ve spoken about.
There’s a stress in Chinese socialism
that they are not utopian socialists but that
they’re following the principles of scientific
socialism as something to be built. They do
say their aim is a classless society – but this
is also linked with Chinese thought too: a
just society is “harmonious” – so doesn’t
have the class divides we have now. In terms
of just augmenting national strength I can’t
predict the future but I think there are key
diﬀerences to China’s rise that separate it
from the West.
Firstly is the CPC’s historical outlook.
They draw a lot on history for their lessons.
Looking at colonialism and neo-colonialism
they see these forces as not only having a
negative impact on them but also being
outdated. Much is made of challenging
hegemonism – having one state that rules
over others, e.g. the British Empire or the US
now. They see that as being self-destructive
in the end – an immoral world system that
cannot last.
A lot is made of the Belt and Road Initiative being the way for China to exploit others,
for example – so let’s unpack what this is.
Essentially this is a lot of infrastructure
development across central Asia and Africa,
investment into these undeveloped regions.
Now how did China rise – how has it
augmented its state power? Through building its infrastructure. So it plans to do the

same across central Asia and Africa. This
is a very diﬀerent philosophy to the Washington Consensus of privatisation and Nato
bombing. China builds bridges – America
bombs them.
The development through the capitalist mode of production has barely started
for Africa, or South America and much of
Central Asia; until their infrastructure is
built up, they too will find it hard to resist
outside forces.
Of course there will be challenges along
the way. The railway being built to Malaysia was put oﬀ by the government who said
the loan’s terms were too high. The press
leapt on this to show how China was being
a predatory lender – but what happened?
The deal was renegotiated.
Now I’m not saying China will never be
a bad actor or there won’t be shady things
happening, but who else is providing such
a vision for the world? The West has been
predominant for hundreds of years. Africa
is still in a mess.
Surely the measure is the USSR, with
regards to helping the anti-colonial struggle
and then postcolonial states? Where is China’s
Cuba? Indeed – where is their support for
rebels and socialists worldwide, either guerrilla movements or socialist states?
I know China gives a lot of support to
Venezuela and has good relations with Cuba
and North Korea. As to guerrilla struggles,
well this is on the back burner – China has
chosen a diﬀerent path, one that seeks to
work with global capital. Of course it’s a
dangerous one. Just as China can use capital
for its own ends there always remains the
danger that China can be co-opted by capital.
This is the essence of Xi’s anti-corruption
drive. The other argument of course is he’s
just purging his rivals. China has a policy of
non-interference – whether it always follows
this is another matter.
What confuses me is that whilst obviously
China has the right to oppose its enemies, to
intervene etc. – it seems completely against
say, giving a socialist party in a small country
the financial support to win (by the bullet
or the ballot).
I think for China they see development as
their priority. Imagine if they were actively
funding the Communist Party in the Philippines in their civil war […] more American
troops would arrive to encircle it. I think
China is really caught between the devil and
the deep blue sea. But one thing China has is
patience. I don’t think China wants to engage
in foreign wars. Peaceful rise is essential. I
think the ideal of peace and harmony is very
ingrained in the Chinese psyche.
The Chinese have gone through so much
turbulence they really don’t want war. Also
they already feel threatened by the US which
has bases surrounding China. The US holds
naval drills to block of the Straits of Malacca
– it’s obvious who they’re intended for.
In my analysis – I think there is a necessary contradiction within Chinese socialism.
It goes like this: having seen the tremendous
political and military force the colonial powers

can bring into play China’s only option is
peaceful rise, especially in this world of
nuclear weapons. Now the necessary contradiction for the CPC to work with world
capital is that the CPC must always be seen
to be working for both capital and socialism. It can never be clear. It must always
seem to the socialists in the country that it
is using capitalism for socialist destinations.
Likewise, for global capital the CPC must
always appear that it is using socialism (it’s
philosophy) as a cloak for integrating itself
within the capitalist world system. The destination and the means must always appear
contested. Both can be right.
Another important distinction between
how the Chinese see their development to a
socialist system is that it’s not just based on
principles, but just as the capitalist means
of production was vastly better than the
feudal one the socialist means of production
should be much better than the capitalist
one – again, highly dependent on technology. This means of production should then
be good enough to defend the state against
foreign states such as the US. Of course if
the Chinese created socialism with a means
of production far better than present day
advanced capitalist economies it would be
foolish for them not to adopt such systems.
China’s location is a vastly underestimated factor. Often Westerners believe the
rise of China will lead to just another USA,
but the conditions are so diﬀerent: the US
is protected to the east and West by oceans
and shares two borders with compliant or
poor states birthed from European culture.
Then look at China, in the middle of Russia,
Korea, Pakistan, and India – they all have
nukes and Japan and South Korea could go
nuclear too, central Asia is unstable, and
they are already surrounded by US troops.
There is very little option for China but to
rise peacefully.
Also China is the longest continuous civilisation on Earth, and its culture reflects that;
the US is by comparison a recent and violent
intervention into the territory it occupies
and I think perhaps that is what drives its
continued violent, warlike character.
In the West we have this optimistic concept of “fully automated luxury communism”
— in short, where a machine takes our job, we
still get products or pay, rather than unemployment: a leisure society. To my mind only
the Chinese state has the level of technology
and political power to achieve this.
China has been at the forefront of these
technologies and there have been layoﬀs
due to mechanisation – so the acquisition of
technology is heavily tied in with achieving
a future communism. This weighed heavily
on Deng’s mind when he opened up China.
And like I said their concept of communism
is utterly tied to technological development.
Personally I see China’s priority with
automation should be one where, as they
become unneeded, manual workers are
retrained to higher and higher skill sets –
creating more scientists, doctors and so on.
If there is too much unemployment for too

There’s a stress in Chinese socialism
that they are not utopian socialists
but that they’re following
the principles of scientific socialism
as something to be built.
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ALISTS HAVE ABOUT CHINA
D TO ASK – PART TWO
long they will have to do something, because
they can’t use the Western narrative that it’s
a natural phenomenon because they proclaim
a socialist society – and unemployment also
threatens stability. If China is currently a
country with a socialist government but a
highly capitalist economy, it fundamentally
cannot allow for unemployment, so yes, its
response to automation is likely to be far
more progressive than in the West.
How broadly accepted is the state’s
plan of achieving a socialist society
by 2050? What that will mean for the
nation’s billionaires?
I would say the plan is by and large supported by the vast majority of the population
because the CPC is widely supported by the
population as PEW [think tank] surveys and
my own experiences support.
In terms of the nation’s billionaires, and
class contradictions in general, they will likely
still persist. We have to take into account
that socialism in 2050 if achieved will only
be considered the start of a socialist epoch.
Chinese Marxists discussing the transition
to communism, which Xi Jinping himself
states will signal the end of class, usually
talk of a socialist transition lasting anywhere
between 100-500 years.
The power of capital and its contribution
to building socialism is usually underestimated by Western socialists. In contrast the
CPC places a lot of importance on working
with its bourgeoisie. The four small stars
on the Chinese national flag represent the
bourgeoisie, petit bourgeoisie, workers and
peasants united by the CPC, represented by
the large star who together work for achieving socialism.
We’ve all seen socialist states lagging due
to being upended through a capital strike.
The trick is how to prevent the bourgeoisie
from seeking a counter-revolution or disseminating their own class interests. One way
is to prevent them occupying the heights of
political power and disseminating their class
interests through dominating the media as
is permitted in liberal societies.
Then capital has to be co-opted which
it generally is at the upper heights of the
economy. For example, all monopoly industries are state-owned. The bourgeoisie are
also allowed to keep much of their profits
though capital flight is highly discouraged.
The Chinese petit bourgeoisie is provided
with a very open market, probably much
more so than in the West.
While the US represents the interests of
monopolies and private banking interests,
China seeks to fully implement the dynamism
of the market. For example, in the West, and
much of the rest of the world, there is one
Youtube while in China there are numerous
competitors. Large banks are rightly stateowned in China while private banks in the
West get paid out with taxpayers’ money.
Ironically then the US, for all its talk
about capitalism and the free market, seems
more inclined towards a type of monopoly
or neo-feudal capitalism where the rich are
bailed out and the dynamism of capital is

The shared bikes phenomenon in China led to many who just used a bike for city travel ditching their bikes because private ownership
became a burden.

curtailed. In contrast, the CPC drive their
market to be more competitive which I see
leading to greater technological innovation and laying the foundations for a future
socialist epoch.
Ultimately, though what I see happening under a socialist epoch, indeed must
happen, is that it as a social-economic
epoch must become vastly more productive than the current epoch. The transition
to greater democratisation of the means
of production then, can’t come about only
through moral command – rather it has
to come about because it makes economic
and social sense. That is to say the socialist
epoch will lead to more rapid economic and
technological progress precisely because
there is a greater democratisation of the
means of production.
A small example of socialist type conditions coming about in league with capital is
the rise of the shared bikes phenomenon in
China. It led to many who just used a bike

for city travel ditching their bikes because
private ownership became a burden. This
sharing came about through technological
innovation and I hope schemes like this
continue in the future with technology like
driverless cars which can in turn be used to
make ownership inconvenient because servicing property takes time away from things
that bring real value to the economy. This of
course is one’s time used to be creative and
innovate. The CPC are pushing full-steam
ahead with automation, AI, 5G and even 6G
which will allow workers to leave the factories and switch their labour to creative uses
which in turn drives on the technological
progress needed to furnish a socialist means
of production.
Eventually though, with technological
progress, a level of freedom has to come
about where even possessing and commanding capital becomes a burden because firstly
it takes time away from the human creative
process as well as the time needed to develop

the self and secondly – it won’t improve the
quality of one’s life.
Of course, China’s march towards socialism will be contested and nothing can be
taken for granted. China is challenged by
Western elites who would like them to implement liberal democracy for the purpose of
solidifying the power of national and transnational monopoly capital. The CPC will
always have to be vigilant for corruption
within the party and foreign aggression –
including that of propaganda campaigns.
I think those who believe in socialism in
the West have a duty to understand China
beyond the Western-mediated image presented to us. Only by understanding China
from their own perspective, based on their
own conditions and aware of our own failings can we ever oﬀer advice and criticism to
China that won’t sound patronising at best
and ignorant at worst.
Challenge 

While the US represents the interests
of monopolies and private banking
interests, China seeks to fully
implement the dynamism
of the market.
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US RALLIES ALLIES AGAINST
CHINA AT G7 SUMMIT
Casey Davidson
The US-led Group of 7 (G7) Summit
took place last weekend in Cornwall,
England, where an oﬃcial report was
issued openly undermining China’s
policies and practices, and announcing the launch of a global infrastructure plan to challenge China’s Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI). Australian Prime
Minister, Scott Morrison, was invited
as a guest by British Prime Minister,
Boris Johnson, as one of three other
additional guest leaders from countries: India, South Korea and South
Africa. Chinese diplomats have confidently responded to criticisms of
China arising out of the G7, rejecting
US pseudo-multilateralism, which only
serves a small clique, rather than genuine cooperation and consultation with
the international community.
Originally formed in 1973 as the G5, the
United States, United Kingdom, West Germany, France and Japan met as the world’s
major industrialised countries, and was
joined by Italy, Canada and European Economic Community representatives – which
would later become the EU – by the end of
the 1970s. While it has masqueraded as a
strategic meeting for world leaders to discuss
macroeconomic issues, the real agenda of the
summits has been to reassert US hegemony
through coercive partnerships. If the G7
were to discuss macroeconomic issues in
earnest, then shouldn’t China – now as the
first or second-largest economy in the world
depending on the metric used – be invited?
By its very exclusion, the agenda is clear. As
Australian renowned journalist John Pilger
tweeted, “What they dared not admit at the
G7 – in the 1970s, two-thirds of the world
economy was controlled by the West. Today,
the reverse is true: two-thirds of the world
economy belongs to China and the rest of the
world. What’s the point of the G7?”
The recently released Carbis Bay G7
Summit Communiqué has been described
by the Global Times as “one of the most
systemic condemnations against and interference in China by major Western powers.”
The report gloats about a commitment to an
open, rules-based world order, and shared
values as democratic societies which protect
human rights and respect the rule of law,
but intentionally refers to China in opposition to this – calling on the nation to respect
fundamental freedoms, and in particular
in Xinjiang and Hong Kong. It also centres
on criticism of nations which either refuse
to fold to wholeheartedly capitulate to US
dominance, such as Russia, Belarus, Ethiopia, Afghanistan, North Korea, Myanmar,
Iran, and Iraq.
At the forefront in the containment
of China was US President Joe Biden’s
announcement of the Build Back Better
World Initiative (B3W), a strategic partnership to compete with China’s Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), a major infrastructure
project China is implementing with partner
countries across the globe. The B3W also
claims to develop infrastructure in developing
countries, focusing on mobilising capital in

climate, health and health security, digital
technologies and gender equity and equality.
It is questionable whether this $40 trillion
investment will be able to compete with the
BRI, given there is no clear pathway as to how
it will be funded at this stage. Additionally,
developing countries may be wary of what
political strings may be attached considering
their historical and current dealings with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), with
their structural adjustment policies which
open them up to exploitation and domination by US capital. Contrastingly, the BRI
has signed up approximately 140 countries
worldwide, with massive infrastructure
projects already bringing economic growth
and prosperity to those involved.
It is also doubtful that this G7 partnership is completely united in its intentions.
Germany and Italy, both leading European
powers and G7 members, are two of these
140 countries who have signed up to BRI
agreements, and have projects in partnership with China. German Chancellor Angela
Merkel cautioned that “for countries in need
of development, only concrete projects count.”
An investment deal has recently been made
between China and the EU to make it easier
to invest in each others’ economies. It seems
unlikely that Germany, Italy or the wider EU
would completely step in line with the US’s
strategic plan, given the trajectory of China
and US power relations.
Meanwhile, this meeting of the major
imperialist powers spent no time discussing
the continued colonisation of Palestine, war
crimes in Afghanistan, indigenous or black
rights, the unethical incarceration of refugees, domestic violence or any other issues in
the imperial core. As Australia’s reputation
continues to dwindle due to participation in
and ignorance of these serious issues, some of

the Australian public have expressed anxiety
over Morrison’s conduct on a world stage. An
audience member on ABC’s Q&A panel show
asked if a discussion about China at the G7
would be more of a strategy to distract focus
away from issues of genuine national interest, such as Australia’s shameful policies on
climate change. Fortunately for Morrison, the
G7 was no such meeting to condemn those
supporting US hegemony.
Chinese diplomats have responded to
questions about the G7 in general and the
“rules-based order” rhetoric. China’s new
Ambassador to the UK, Zheng Zeguang
asserted, “We always believe that countries,
big or small, strong or weak, poor or rich,
are equals, and that world aﬀairs should be
handled through consultation by all countries. The days when global decisions were
dictated by a small group of countries are
long gone.”
Chinese Spokesperson for the Ministry of
Foreign Aﬀairs, Wang Wenbin remarked in
response to a question about the G7 keeping
China in check, “Those fanning confrontation
are definitely on an ill-advised path. Peace,
development and win-win cooperation is the
trend of our times and all countries’ shared
aspiration. Ganging up, pursuing bloc politics
and forming small cliques are unpopular and
doomed to fail. We hope relevant countries
will discard ideological bias, look at China
in an objective and rational light, and take
more concrete actions to promote global antiCOVID cooperation, boost world economic
recovery and help accelerate developing
countries’ growth.”
It is clear that it is not in Australia’s
national interest to follow along in disregard to statements like these, by declaring
adherence to the G7’s 2021 Open Societies
Statement, which was also devised as a clear

indication of showing where Australia’s and
other nations’ allegiance lies. This once again
puts Australia in an uncomfortable position
with regards to upcoming summits and ongoing trade disputes.
During the G7, Japan and Italy struck
deals with Australia to promote technologies
which will meet emission targets sooner,
however Morrison has emphasised that no
new commitments have been made to tackle
climate change, and that Australia does not
support “false deadlines for phasing out
specific energy sources.” “Our goal is to get
there as soon as possible, preferably by 2050,
through technology that enables and transforms our industries, not taxes that eliminate them and the jobs and livelihoods they
support, especially in our regions,” he said.
Rumours about Morrison being denied
one-on-one consultation with Biden at the
G7 centred around Australia’s poor climate
change targets. Labor Senator Penny Wong
suggested it was due to Morrison’s refusal
to embrace net zero emissions by 2050 and
that it has left Australia isolated. Perhaps
this carries some validity, however, the
rhetoric emanates Australia’s desperation
to be approved of and recognised by the
US, rather than to be genuinely engaged in
rational climate change action.
While climate protesters stormed the
beaches of Cornwall in response to the G7
Summit, the actual purpose of maintaining
US hegemony and containing China was
overshadowed. The world is witnessing a geopolitical shift away from the US-lead imperial
order, to one in which the US influence has
waned, and in its wake, a multi-polar world
is rising, creating conditions for improved
livelihoods the world over. 

“Those fanning confrontation are definitely on
an ill-advised path. Peace, development and
win-win cooperation is the trend of our times
and all countries’ shared aspiration.”
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COVID-19 AND CHILD LABOUR

Seamus Carey
The International Labour Organisation
(ILO) reported that child labour has
risen by over 8mil to 160mil children
in the four years from 2016 to 2020.
“Child labour remains unacceptably
common in the world today. At the start of
2020, prior to the outbreak of the COVID19 pandemic, 160mil children – 63mil girls
and 97mil boys – were in child labour, or
one in ten children worldwide.”
We are still living in an uncivilised world.
The most uncivilised, by any meaningful sense
of the word, are the imperialists who make
their millions oﬀ of the system that produces
these inhuman crimes. The imperialists of
the US, Europe, Australia, are the so-far lasting traces of pure backwardness. People of
the world deserve better than such rulers.
The pandemic has no doubt exacerbated
the problem, with kids out of school and parents out of work. A humane society would be
prepared for such eventualities and guarantee
the necessities to all the people; but we do
not live in a world where such humanity is
predominant.
But the rise in child labour had already
begun before the pandemic, and the full
impact of the changed conditions is believed
to be yet to be felt, with a lower bound estimate of a further 9mil children predicted to
be pushed into child labour, up to over 40mil.
According to the ILO findings, the proportion of children aged five to seventeen in
hazardous work “likely to harm their health,
safety or morals” has risen by nine per cent
since 2016, to 79mil. It’s rather diﬃcult to

imagine what kind of work wouldn’t be likely
to harm the health, safety, and morals of a
five-year-old child.
The ILO and UNICEF recommendations
in response to these findings are:
• Adequate social protection for all,
including universal child benefits.
• Increased spending on free and goodquality schooling and getting all
children back into school – including
children who were out of school before
COVID-19.
• Promotion of decent work for adults, so
families don’t have to resort to children
helping to generate family income.
• An end to harmful gender norms and
discrimination that influence child
labour.
• Investment in child protection systems,
agricultural development, rural public
services, infrastructure and livelihoods.
While this problem exists across the
world, it is most prevalent in sub-Saharan
Africa. While these are good recommendations, the fact that so many African countries
struggle to provide these measures is not
simply down to arbitrary policy decisions,
but to the international chains of production and exploitation that consign millions
of people to poverty.
The European pillage of Africa began
very overtly but still continues to this day,
joined by other imperialist countries such
as the US, Japan, and Australia. Financial
and political domination strip nations of
their independence and sovereignty. African countries have been kept deliberately
underdeveloped by the activities of these

powers and their corporations to more
easily rob Africa of its vast natural and
human resources. Achieving independence
from imperial domination is necessary to
develop strong, self-reliant economies.
Infrastructure development, in the hands
of the people and not foreign mining companies, is key to this.
So too is education. The link between
lack of education and cycles of poverty is
clear. Educating the people is vital to tackling
poverty, an understanding demonstrated
well by socialist countries such as the former
Soviet Union and China, which prioritised
large scale literacy and education programs
from the start. These measures, together
with large-scale organisation of production
and technological development facilitated
by education, were successful at turning
deeply impoverished, mostly-peasant nations
into advanced powerhouses, doubling life
expectancies.
A large proportion of children in child
labour work for their family in subsistence
or cash-crop farming. While some would
ignorantly look at this and place moral blame
on the parents, this is overwhelmingly a
phenomenon of utter necessity in dire conditions. Because of the conditions imposed
upon developing countries, agricultural production usually employs the majority of the
population yet is extremely labour-intensive
and ineﬃcient in output, miring millions in
inescapable poverty.
Another myth is the concept of “overpopulation,” a term often disingenuously used
in these discussions. Relative to the stock of
natural resources, the African continent is

still significantly underpopulated compared
to, for example, Europe.
Western powers often donate “aid” in the
form of foodstuﬀs such as grain to African
countries. This is a ploy to ensure dependence and keep agriculture in these countries
underdeveloped. There is no clearer proof of
this than the example set by Thomas Sankara.
Sankara, who became President of Burkina Faso in 1983, said: “those who come with
wheat, millet, corn, or milk are not helping
us. Those who really want to help us can give
us ploughs, tractors, fertiliser, insecticide,
watering cans, drills, dams. That is how we
would define food aid.”
Demonstrating the truth of this in practice, Sankara declared that Burkina Faso
would no longer accept food “aid” and instead
put in place massive agriculture programs,
education, and massive strides in women’s
rights. Within a couple years, Burkina
Faso had become entirely self-suﬃcient in
agriculture.
But he was murdered in 1987, and evidence points to French intelligence playing
a role in his assassination.
As Sankara said: “Imperialism is a
system of exploitation that occurs not only
in the brutal form of those who come with
guns to conquer territory. Imperialism often
occurs in more subtle forms, a loan, food aid,
blackmail. We are fighting this system that
allows a handful of men on Earth to rule all
of humanity.”
To eradicate poverty everywhere and all
its evil consequences such as child labour,
the current international economic system
must be consigned to history. 

The European pillage of Africa began very
overtly but still continues to this day,
joined by other imperialist countries such
as the US, Japan, and Australia.
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“THE PEOPLE HAVE AWAKENED”:
PERU ELECTS
A LEFT-WING PRESIDENT
Valentin Cartillier
Pedro Castillo has been confirmed
as the next President of Peru after
a neck and neck election, defeating
Keiko Fujimori, the daughter of previous right-wing president Alberto
Fujimori. Castillo, a former publicschool teacher and socialist, is a strong
union leader who came to prominence
during a 2017 teachers’ strike. He ran
as a candidate for the Partido Político Nacional Perú Libre (Free Peru
National Political Party) or Free Peru
for short, a self-described “left-wing
socialist organisation” that embraces
Marxism-Leninism and Mariáteguism,
the latter being named after the legendary revolutionary José Carlos
Mariátegui, one of the founders and
pioneers of socialism in Latin America. Free Peru pursues a platform that
values democracy, decentralisation,
internationalism, self-determination,
and anti-imperialism. This represents
a significant left-wing victory in Latin
America.
This election has occurred in one of the
most tumultuous periods of Peru’s recent
history. The country has been one of the
worst aﬀected by the COVID-19 pandemic
which has highlighted, as in many other
countries around the world, the increasing wealth disparity and class antagonisms
there. This is the fifth time in as many years
Peruvians have gone to the ballot box to vote
for a president. Castillo’s campaign pledged
to rewrite the Constitution and redistribute the wealth from Peru’s predominantly
copper-rich mining sector. As Americas
Quarterly put it:
“Castillo’s economic proposals have
caused alarm and uncertainty among
Peru’s economic elites, who fear his
presidency will be the end of the free
market economic model that has been
in place in Peru since the 1990s.”

This free-market model saw Peru struggle under the classic policies of neoliberalism. Foreign companies have profited
from mining, oil, and gas extraction, while
domestically healthcare and education have
been privatised.
Peru shares a land border with several
other Latin American countries that have
been increasingly resistant to the neoliberal
policies that have dominated the region over
the past several decades. It is situated next
to Bolivia headed by Luis Acre (Acre is the
head of Evo Morales’ Movement for Socialism party), Colombia under extreme right,
narco terrorist Iván Duque (the country has
seen a recent round of mass protests against
him), right-wing billionaire Sebastián Piñera
in Chile, right-wing leader Guillermo Lasso
in Ecuador, and finally, is separated from
Nicolás Maduro’s Venezuela by Colombia.
All these countries (barring Ecuador) share a
border with Jair Bolsanaro’s right-wing government in Brazil (for more detailed analyses
of these countries see Guardian “Colombia
resists the shackles of neoliberalism” #1961;
“The US’ unilateral coercive policies and the
truth about Venezuela” #1963; “Lula cleared
to run against Bolsonaro after Supreme Court
ruling” #1958).
Successive Peruvian governments have
clashed violently with unions and various leftwing groups, including the Maoist Shining

Path. In the 1980s, the military trained and
organised peasants into anti-Shining Path
militias called “rondas.” Despite being armed
by the state, the militias were usually poorly
equipped. Nevertheless, they were used to
attack Shining Path areas, whose members
used guerrilla-style tactics in the countryside.
Extreme right Alberto Fujimori, during his
ten-year presidency (1990-2000), launched
a vicious assault on the Shining Path. He
legalised the rondas in 1991 and renamed
them Comités de auto defensa (“Committees of Self-Defense”). With this newfound
legal status, they received further military
training and equipment from the Peruvian
army, often being supplied with 12-gauge
shotguns. Then, Fujimori began using the
actual military against Shining Path. The
brutality of this repression, which included
excessive use of force, torture, arbitrary
executions (often of completely innocent
civilians), and the destruction of entire villages, would eventually turn public support
away from Fujimori.
Fujimori’s Presidency finally came to
an end after he was sentenced to seven and
half years’ imprisonment for embezzlement
– he had taken $15mil out of the Peruvian
treasury to give to his intelligence service
chief, Vladimiro Montesinos. After also
pleading guilty to bribery, he received an
additional six-year term. Once this scandal
had broken, Fujimori was forced to resign
by the Peruvian Congress after fleeing the
country and trying to resign from Japan via
fax. Eventually, he returned to Peru where
in 2009, he ended up with a 25-year prison
sentence after being convicted of human
rights violations for his role in killings and

kidnappings perpetrated by the Grupo Colina
death squad (another paramilitary group) in
the 1990s against various leftist groups. He
received a presidential pardon in 2017 from
Pedro Pablo Kuczynski, however, following
Kuczynski’s resignation, he was put back in
custody to serve the rest of his 25-year sentence which is due to end in 2031.
This vicious history of violence against
left-wing groups is what makes Castillo’s victory all the more significant. The Peruvian
Electoral Authority announced the final
results as follows: Castillo came out on top
with 50.12 per cent of the vote, while Keiko
Fujimori, a hair’s breadth behind, had 49.87
per cent. This works out to be a diﬀerence of
only 44,058 votes in a country where voting
is mandatory. Fujimori claims Castillo had
committed electoral fraud, though national
and international observers have concluded
that there is no substance behind this claim.
The geographic division in Peru between
the rural population and the urban centres
(particularly the capital, Lima) has a longstanding political history. It wasn’t until a
constitutional change in 1979 that illiterate
people were allowed to vote, removing a bar
to rural participation in elections. While
the country’s overall wealth has increased,
the Buenos Aires Times reported that rural
provinces remain impoverished. This has
come into particularly sharp focus as Peru
has been one of the countries hit hardest by
the COVID-19 pandemic. It has the highest
death rates per capita in the world from
the virus, which is largely due to the inadequate services of its privatised healthcare
system. Unsurprisingly, mass inequality
led many rural voters, representing a much

Even a cursory glance at the history of South America
demonstrates the vicious lengths the US will go to in
order to ensure their interests are protected.

larger demographic than the urban centres,
towards Castillo, whose platform included the
nationalisation of essential services. Equally
unsurprisingly, opinion polls showed wealthy
Peruvians in the urban areas favoured Keiko
Fujimori.
Castillo will be facing a series of immediate problems in the wake of the election,
both domestically and internationally. Given
the extremely slim margin, Fujimori retains
the right to call for a recount and refuses to
concede at time of writing. Noam Chomsky,
Roger Waters, and Vijay Prashad have signed
an open letter calling for Castillo’s victory
to be recognised, and for Fujimori to stop
slowing down the process through “malicious
lawsuits”. They stated, “We stand with the
people of Peru and against the lawfare coup
in process before our very eyes.”
This claim of “lawfare” is no idle phrase,
People’s Dispatch reported than within hours
of the election results becoming available,
Fujimori’s legal team, which is comprised
of a significant number of top lawyers in
the country, “filed 134 challenges within the
window of opportunity; they have another
811 challenges in hand.” These are purposefully being used to bog down the declaration
of victory and furthermore, to discredit one
of the core parts of Castillo’s voting base,
Peru’s indigenous communities.
Should Castillo remain in oﬃce Peru
will undoubtedly become the target of US
imperialism, as is their habit in the region,
to protect international corporate interests
in the resource-rich country. Even a cursory glance at the history of South America
demonstrates the vicious lengths the US
will go to in order to ensure their interests
are protected. The strength and success of
a left-wing party does not simply stop at
an electoral victory, it lies in its ability to
remain steadfast in the face of the inevitable reactionary forces. The real battle is to
come. However, as Castillo told a crowd in
Lima in the days leading up to the election,
“the people have awakened.” 
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US INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY
MEDDLING IN COVID-19’ ORIGINS
ECHOES THE TACTICS OF IRAQ WAR
Zoey Zhang
At the end of May, US President Joe
Biden ordered the intelligence community to “redouble” its eﬀorts in
the investigation of the origin of
COVID-19 and report back to him in
ninety days.
In his statement, Biden called out China’s
name with no reservation about his true
intentions, saying that the US will “keep
working with like-minded partners around
the world to press China.”
Coincidentally, former US president
Donald Trump just reiterated his “lableak” conspiracy theory last week. He also
demanded that China pay $10 trillion to
“compensate” for the damage caused by
the pandemic.
Ironically, while Biden’s executive orders
have continuously called to revoke Trumpism, his actions have been doubling down
on Trump’s legacy, for instance, by declaring the origins tracing of COVID-19 a thing
of the CIA.
What the two administrations have done
echoes the former president George W Bush
administration’s “washing powder” lie, which
was fabricated to legitimise the US invasion
of Iraq in 2003.

IGNORING THE
INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
In 2003, then executive chairman of
UNMOVIC Dr Hans Blix reported to the UN
Security Council by recalling the previous
inspections in Iraq and stating that it was
not certain that Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction (WMD).
In the same month, Mohamed ElBaradei, then director general of the International Atomic Energy Agency, also
submitted a report confirming that there
was no evidence that Iraq was developing
nuclear weapons.
Though the two acknowledged international organisations had given clear conclusions, then US secretary of state Colin
Powell still insisted in his remarks to the UN
Security Council that Iraq possessed WMD.
Powell alleged that Iraq had no willingness
to cooperate and therefore would face “serious consequences.” His vial of white powder
presented as evidence at the UN was later
teased as “washing powder” by Russian
President Vladimir Putin.
Nevertheless, the US unilaterally
launched a military invasion of Iraq without the authorisation of the UN Security
Council, starting the seven-year-long Iraq
War. What followed was endless turmoil
and chaos, as well as “mass destruction”
of the country.
Angelina Jolie, an American actress,

summarised the destruction in her statement
during her Mosul visit in 2018. “They have
nothing, but they are free,” she said. Such
emotional words are touching, but they are
hardly an apt description of the loss, pain
and suﬀering the Iraqi people have endured
and are still facing every day.
In January 2021, after a four-week field
study in Wuhan, a joint expert team convened
by the WHO reported that the laboratory
incident hypothesis is “extremely unlikely.”
The experts also suggested that further study
be conducted in other places and countries
around the world.
Apparently, these are not the results
the US government had expected. In frustration, the Biden administration gave an
emergency assignment to the US intelligence
community, in an attempt to overturn the
WHO report.
But we must wonder, how can a group
of CIA agents specialised in assassinations
and espionage understand coronavirus better
than the leading scientists do?

said the country harboured biochemical
weapons,” were utilised as “evidence” to
convict Iraq.
Today, knowing the fact that the US intelligence community lacks both the knowledge
and suﬃcient information, the Biden administration still constructs its narrative based
on a conspiracy that “the virus originated
in China and it is either a natural origin or
a lab accident.” Not to mention its repeated
eﬀorts to amplify the “lab-leak theory.” To
strengthen this argument, the US government is even reported to be drawing inspiration from the dark web. (Dark web refers
to a part of the internet that is intentionally
hidden and requires a specific browser to
be accessed).
Undoubtedly, the US government has no
conclusive evidence to prove the “lab-leak”
conspiracy. Foreseeably, the final investigation report the US intelligence community
is supposed to submit will be a hodgepodge
of spurious “evidences.”

PRESUMING GUILT

Polls showed that in early 2003, the
majority of Americans still preferred a diplomatic solution to the Iraq issue to confrontation. But as the US government kept
on reiterating that Iraq possessed WMD,
64 per cent of Americans finally swung to
military might on the eve of the war.
With respect to the tracing of the origins of COVID-19, the US again resorts to
its “whole industry chain” to smear other
countries – a strategy where disinformation
is used by the so-called experts, hyped up by
media outlets and regurgitated by politicians.
All this is to make the “lab-leak” conspiracy
into some form of a “scientific assertion” and
“international consensus.”
What’s interesting is that this story rightly
conforms to classic Hollywood narratives
in movies like Resident Evil and 28 Days
Later, which greatly appeal to the Western
audience.
Not long ago, an American journalist
named Michael R. Gordon quoted a socalled previously undisclosed US intelligence
report which hinted a far-fetched connection
between the “three sick staﬀ” of a Wuhan lab
and the outbreak.
Nineteen years ago, it was the same
reporter who concocted disinformation by
citing unsubstantiated sources about Iraq’s
“attempt to acquire nuclear weapons,” which
gave the Bush administration a handy excuse
to declare war on Iraq.
Another interesting fact: On the same
day when Biden called for a further probe
into the origins of the coronavirus, Facebook
updated its misinformation rules, announcing
that it will no longer remove posts claiming
the virus is “man-made.”
It seemingly is a commitment to mere
political correctness. This, in fact, is the

According to revelations from some media
outlets, people on the Capitol Hill had been
scheming a coup d’etat in Iraq even before
the 9/11 attacks.
After 9/11, US oﬃcials including then
vice president Dick Cheney made up the
allegations that Iraq had a link with al
Qaeda and possessed WMD just to start a
war against Iraq.
Meanwhile, Cheney and his accomplices
continued to pressure the intelligence community to collect evidence in line with this
fabricated narrative.
Now it’s Biden’s turn. Under his command, the US intelligence oﬃcials are also
conducting a so-called investigation based
on the presumption of guilt that “the virus
originated in China and the Chinese laboratory is suspicious.” It’s not hard to see their
hidden intention.

DISTORTING THE
NARRATIVE
Before the Iraq War broke out, the US
intelligence community was tasked with
advising policymakers what it knew about
Iraq’s nuclear, biological, and chemical
weapons program. But according to a report
by the Commission on the Intelligence
Capabilities of the United States Regarding
Weapons of Mass Destruction to the White
House in March 2005, these assessments
were “all wrong.”
As the media revealed, Bush and Cheney
had deliberately exaggerated Iraq’s WMD
threat, knowing well that the intelligence
community did not know the exact situation.
Even rumours denied by the intelligence
community itself, such as “Iraqi dissidents
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engine start of the “whole industry chain”
to manipulate public opinion.

GANGING UP ALLIES
The UN Security Council, trying to propose a resolution allowing military interference against Iraq, joined the US in the
invasion.
Then British prime minister Tony Blair
eventually apologised for “mistakes” made
in the US-led military invasion of Iraq, but
still argued that Britain had to stand with
the US as an ally.
Eighteen years later, the US has once
again assembled thirteen other countries,
and released a statement expressing their
“concern” over the WHO report.
Unsurprisingly, Great Britain followed up
quick, saying its intelligence community will
cooperate fully with America’s “investigation.”
With all these copycat tricks by the US,
is history going to repeat itself?
Among the many US political plots disclosed by the international community, the
“washing powder” lie is the most infamous
one. The infamous image of Collin Powell
wielding that test tube is not just an eternal moment of shame for the history of the
United States of America, but also for the
history of mankind.
Is there any possibility that the “washing
powder” lie could work again? In retrospect,
even Saddam Hussein had never knelt down
for mercy. Now that China has made great
success fighting the pandemic and outperformed the West, it’s hard to imagine that
China would ever flinch when the US tries
to make provocations.
If an investigation is really intended to
better prepare the world for unexpected epidemics in the future, there is no doubt that
all countries would welcome it without reservation. But the US interference in the WHO
investigation undermines that possibility.
In early 2020, COVID-19 cases in the US
soared to tens of millions within weeks, was
that a sudden outbreak or actually a failure
to cover-up? In late 2019, why on earth did
the US Army suddenly close the biological
lab at Fort Detrick, Maryland? What are the
200-plus overseas bio-labs of the US set for?
Will the White House invite WHO experts to
conduct origin tracing in the US and its labs?
Faced with the ravaging pandemic, the
US government failed to protect more than
600,000 lives in America by playing down
the virus, should the US be held accountable?
It hasn’t been long since the end of the
Trump regime. But the Biden administration’s latest political gamble is indeed marching in the same direction of the previous
administration, at the risk of basic human
conscience and justice. Such copycat tricks
of the “washing powder” lie will bring nothing but shame and scandals.
Global Times 
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ALIENS IN THEIR OWN LAND
Sajeev Kumar
Mephistopheles, a demon of
German legend, says: “Hell is
where I am. Wherever I go I’m
still in it.” These words are relevant to imperialism as well.
Recently the world’s attention converged on two issues:
Ivan Duque’s oppression of the
Colombian people’s strike and the
Israeli bombing of Palestine. In both
cases the root of the issue was the
expulsion of indigenous peoples,
and the reason behind the issue is
imperialism.
The claim of Israel when the
state was formed in 1948 was
“people without land occupying a
land without people.” If the first
part of the claim can be accepted,
the latter part is false. Palestinians
have been living there for thousands
of years.
Israel is the only country with
ever-changing borders, and the
latest attack on Palestine is to
modify it further, on the pretext
of the “right to self-defence.” It’s
not a fight among equals: it’s a
classic case of a powerful state,

this one with nuclear capabilities,
looking for an excuse to carry out
an attack many times more brutal
on a defenceless nation.
Zionism, which created the
state of Israel, is a political project
of colonisation based on the annihilation of the indigenous people.
It is pro-imperialist and depends
on military power for its survival.
As Hindutva is diﬀerent from
Hinduism in India, Zionism is different from Judaism, and criticism
of Zionism is not anti-Semitism.
The subsidising of Israel by the
United States is to maintain imperialist hegemony in the oil-rich
region; and the genesis of Zionism
is anti-socialism.
When myriads of poor Jews
joined the socialist front in Tsarist
Russia before the Bolshevik revolution, the Zionist leader Theodor
Herzl asked the tsar for help to set
up a Jewish state, which would solve
the problem of socialism in Russia.
Winston Churchill supported Zionism so as to defeat the left-wing
“international Jews.” When the
Suez Canal was nationalised by
Egypt under Nasser, the United

States adopted the “Eisenhower
doctrine” and began using Israel
as a force for fighting communism
in the Middle East.
Palestine was not the only
choice as the site of a Jewish state:
Argentina, Uganda, Cyprus and
the American Mid-West were all
considered; but the Zionist leaders
thought that the choice of Palestine
would be an emotional factor that
would gather support for the inhuman occupation. The Palestinians
had to pay the price for the Zionist
and imperialist greed for land and
resources.
Herzl tried for a deal with the
Ottoman Empire: for the exchange
of Palestine the Zionist movement
would support Turkey’s genocide
of Armenians. So every move to
form and sustain Israel was based
on injustice, which continues to
this day.
There won’t be peace until there
is justice, until the Israeli policy of
“maximum land, minimum Arabs”
ends.
In Colombia the indigenous
peoples are evacuated from their
lands, on which they have been

living for generations, for environmental protection and to control
drug-trafficking. Scientists say
that the Amazon forests, which
cover forty-two per cent of Colombia (six per cent of total Amazon
forest lies within its borders) are
anthropogenic, i.e. human-made.
Those people whose ancestors created the Amazon forest are driven
from their land, to be exploited
by transnational mining companies, including Cosigo Resources,
Auxico Resources, and Amerisur
Resources, denying the constitutional guarantee provided to the
tribal people of Colombia.
The president of Colombia, Ivan
Duque, has the backing of imperialism for opening the national
boundaries for the exploitation of
natural resources. The last straw
that broke the camel’s back was
the tax “reforms” that squeezed
the poor to feed the rich.
Both these struggles involve
indigenous people putting up a
daring fight against a very powerful
enemy, and they need the support
and solidarity of the working class
all over the world. There is an Israeli

working class who are against the
genocide of Palestinian people. That
working-class unity has to be built
up to defeat imperialism.
Fidel Castro once said, “The US
spends five per cent of its military
budget on education while Cuba
spends only five per cent of its
budget for education on military
spending.” People in every country
have to stand up against spending
obscene amounts on military budgets and for investing more in public
health, green energy, housing, and
education. The fight against imperialism is a fight for justice.
Socialist Voice 

CAMPAIGN AHEAD OF
UN VOTE ON BLOCKADE
On June 23, the United Nations General Assembly will vote on a motion
to again condemn the US blockade of
Cuba. The UN has repeatedly voted
in favour of similar motions, by very
wide margins, but this year’s vote is
particularly important because of the
recent tightening of the blockade and
US President Joe Biden’s decision to
leave Cuba on the list of “state sponsors of terrorism.”
In preparation for the UN vote, the Canadian Network on Cuba (CNC) has launched
a petition campaign calling on the Canadian
government to pressure the United States
to end the blockade and aggression against
Cuba. The CNC is also planning several
actions and events during the week of June
23, including a 24-hour virtual picket.
The petition is being sponsored by

Manitoba NDP MP Niki Ashton. The CNC is
campaigning to get thousands of signatures
as quickly as possible. Links to the online
petition in French and English are available
on the CNC website.
People’s Voice 
The text of the petition follows:
Whereas:
The government of the United States
has imposed economic sanctions, amounting to an economic war, against Cuba for
more than sixty years, constituting the
principal obstacle to Cuba’s social and
economic development, having cost in
excess of $100 billion;
The Government of the United States
has pressured and coerced other countries

to participate in its regime of economic
sanctions against Cuba;
The United States economic sanctions
and the campaign of subversion against
Cuba are a violation of international law,
the right of self-determination and the
human rights of the people of Cuba; and
Since 1992, the international community, including Canada, has rejected
United States economic sanctions against
Cuba through overwhelming votes in the
United Nations General Assembly.
We, the undersigned, citizens and
residents of Canada, call upon the Government of Canada to:
1. Call on the Government of the United
States to end all economic sanctions
against Cuba;
2. Call on the Government of the United
States to cease its campaign of

subversion and policy of hostility and
aggression against Cuba;
3. Call on the Government of the United
States to remove Cuba from the United
States Department of State’s List of
State Sponsors of Terror;
4. Take immediate steps and actions
through the implementation and
enforcement of, among others, the
Foreign Extraterritorial Measures
Act, in order to preserve Canadian
sovereignty and ensure that Canadian
companies and other entities do not
participate in United States economic
sanctions against Cuba; and
5. Ensure that its relations with Cuba
be based on equality and the respect
of sovereignty, independence and the
right of self-determination.

UNCOVERING LINK BETWEEN US BIOLOGICAL
LAB AND JAPAN’S WW2 GERM WARFARE UNIT
Just before Japan’s defeat in
World War II in 1945, Shiro
Ishii, commander of Unit 731,
issued an order to blow up
the unit’s experimental facilities and kill the testees in a
bid to cover up its inhuman
atrocities.
By that time, the US had
learned of the base established in
Harbin, China. From Sept. 1945

to Nov. 1948, the US repeatedly
sent investigators from Fort Detrick to covertly investigate the
unit.
The purpose was to obtain
and use the data collected from
the experiments on live humans
using biological organisms,
including anthrax and bubonic
plague.
For this end, a backdoor deal

was struck between the US and
Japan.
Chinese experts conducted
research on the “human experimentation report” at the centre
of the US-Japan backroom deal.
The 1,522-page report containing the core material of
human experimentation atrocities conducted by Unit 731 were
made public.

Chinese experts have said the
US now maintains over 100,000
pages of archives on biological
warfare committed by Japan.
Some of the records have
been published by Chinese
experts.
They are now exhibited
publicly at the Exhibition Hall
of Evidences of Crime Committed by Unit 731 of the Japanese
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Imperial Army in Harbin,
China.
At least 3,000 people were
used for human experimentation by Unit 731 and more than
300,000 people in China were
killed by Japan’s biological
weapons.
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